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34' (10.36m)   2024   Jeanneau   Sun Odyssey 349
Chester  Nova Scotia  Canada

OVERVIEW
  
Manufacturer: Jeanneau
Engines: Hull Material: Fiberglass
Engine Model: Cruise Speed:
Engine HP: Max Speed:
Beam: Cabins/Heads: /
Max Draft: " Fuel Type: Diesel
Water: Fuel:

$199,000
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Data Sheet

Category: Cruisers
Condition: New
Model Year: 2024
LOA: 34' (10.36m)

Fuel Type: Diesel
Hull Material: Fiberglass

Engines/Generators
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Summary/Description

Designed for cruising, the Jeanneau Sun Odyssey 349 offers comfort and safety without sacrificing performance. Priced
to be the best value in North America!

The high coaming in the cockpit, very reassuring for parents, remains comfortable and safe even when
heeled. 

The shoal keel allows access to shallower areas, all while providing optimal lift and reducing drag. This
sailboat also benefits from clever innovations with its wide hull and adapted sail controls.

On the interior, modular living spaces adapt to different moments while cruising, including a large galley
and retractable chart table. 

With substantial headroom, the comfortable and inviting saloon is perfect for entertaining at the end of
the day. 

The Sun Odyssey 349 offers two true double cabins and a large storage space, a very practical option for
longer voyages.

Our 2024 Jeanneau Sun Odyssey 349 is in stock at our yard in Chester.

Her factory options include;

* Two Cabin One Head Layout in Teak 

* Shoal Draft Keel

* Excellence Pack including electric windlass, shades & screens, separate shower compartment, cockpit
shower, lifeline gates, two burner stove & grill plus rigid boom vang.

* Upholstery finished in "Ambiance Weiss"

* Performance Pack includes adjustable genoa rings, spinnaker fittings, line bags, windex, additional
selftailing winches with rope clutches.

* Electronic Pack "Offshore" includes RayMarine i70s MFD, depth/speed and wind sensors, Ray 73 VHF,
RayMarine p70s Autopilot & Axiom+ 7 MFD.

* Rigging for Asymmetrical Spinnaker

* Furling Mast

* Anchoring Kit

* Dodger in Graphite Sunbrella
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* Fold Down Swim Platform w Swim Ladder

* Cockpit Table 

* Cockpit Cushions in Sooty Sunbrella

* Additional 12v Battery

* Folding 3 Blade Propellor

* Fusion Stereo w/ cabin & cockpit speakers

* Wood Cockpit Floor

* Black Waterline & Cove Stripes

Contact your favorite Sunnybrook Yacht Broker for details of our Model Clearance offer of almost
US$47,000 over MSRP. Financing Available OAC. 

Offer applicable on our in stock SO349 only.

Price Listed includes factory options & dealer discount; excludes freight, commissioning and applicable taxes.

You will not find a better deal on a brand new Jeanneau SO349!

Manufacturer Provided Description

From the very first glance, the Sun Odyssey 349 captivates with her sleek lines, generous interior volume, and inviting
cockpit. Designed by Marc Lombard and true to the values of the Sun Odyssey line, the 349 is the perfect combination of
performance, comfort, and safety at sea. Whether in the cockpit or at the helm, at anchorage or at sea, you will love this
seaworthy, stable and easy-to-handle sailboat.

Escape from the everyday and get your family on the water in this high performance cruiser, which can comfortably
sleep six people! With two or three cabins, a spacious salon and a very functional galley, the Sun Odyssey proves both
well appointed and inviting. High quality woodwork accents an incredibly bright, well-lit interior.
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